IMPACT OF PSYCHOLOGICAL HUMAN FACTOR ON SAFETY OF THE DRIVERAUTOMOBILE-ROAD-ENVIRONMENT SYSTEM
This article considers the impact of psychological human factor on safety of the complex
Driver-Automobile-Road-Environment (DARE) system. The driver is proven to be a member of
the complex DARE system, whose functions are decision-making on the basis of processing the
information perceived, and performing the control actions. It is determined that the traffic safety
issue to be solved it needs knowledge of relation between psychical and physiological parameters
of driver’s operation and road conditions. The author points out that while such information may
be obtained only empirically, the researchers who study the issues of reliability in plane of
improving the road traffic safety are to carry out a wide range of experimental tasks which would
cover almost all the aspects of driver’s activities in regard to psychical and physiological
selection. In this case, in order to talk about usage of psychical and physiological selection, it is
necessary to determine the criterion - a resultant characteristic, which may be evaluative.
Unfortunately, the difference in definition of the criterion leads to obviously ambiguous and
sometimes erroneous recommendations. The article describes the views on the necessity of keeping
high reliability of driver. It attaches a special urgency to searching for modern methods for
assessment drivers’ individual peculiarities. The article proves the idea that experience in
experimental testing of the methods used for psychical and physiological selection of drivers shows
that the methods which set high requirements for speed parameters of psychical activities that
ensure drivers’ reliability are the most predicting ones. The author concludes that there acts a
combination of psychological factors in field of road traffic safety. The factors which are directly
related to the road traffic safety system are mostly determined by condition of the legal system,
social discipline, legal conscience and legal culture of the population. At the same time reliability
of the driver mainly depends on the matter and interrelation between his psychophysiology
characteristics, preparedness, efficiency, moral characteristics and state of health.
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